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Christmas Randomiser: 
Thursday 21st January, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server (Netflix/BBC iPlayer) 
Christmas may have passed, but the festivities continue at WhoSoc, as we hit the randomiser 
and watch one of the NuWho Christmas specials we’ve not seen for a while! Will we be 
watching Sycorax, Robot Santas, a Titanic-style disaster movie, Cybermen, a Dickens parody, 
Dream Crabs, a night on Darillium or multi-Doctor timey wimey farewell? Tune in to find 
out… 

 

Out of Time and Captain Jack Harkness (Torchwood): 
Thursday 28th January, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server (Box 
of Broadcasts/iPlayer) 
Captain Jack’s back (again)! We go back to 2006 and 2007 for 
some classic Torchwood episodes. A plane from 1953 somehow 
arrives in modern Cardiff, with three displaced passengers who 
are literally out of time. How will Torchwood take care of this one? And next, we enter the 
penultimate episode of Series One and see Jack and Tosh sent back to 1941. Stranded in time 
as the team fractures in the present, what will Jack discover about himself back in the past? 

 

The Daemons: 
Thursday 4th February, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server (Box of Broadcasts) 
It’s Third Week Third Doctor! Dark forces are gathering at the village of Devil’s End (as if the 
name wasn’t a giveaway), as a professor plans to open an ancient barrow which surely 
foretells disaster, a mysterious vicar seems to be summoning “the evil one” amid murders, 
sights of a moving gargoyle, and cult activity. What could possibly go wrong? 

 

Controversial Thirteenth Doctor Episodes (Kerblam and Orphan 55): 
Thursday 11th February, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server 
(Netflix/iPlayer) 
It’s time to take a look at some controversial Thirteenth Doctor 
episodes and discuss them! In ‘Kerblam’, the Doctor, Graham, 
Ryan, and Yaz investigate the warehouse moon orbiting the 
planet Kandoka and discover the truth behind the largest retailer in the galaxy. A series later, 
in ‘Orphan 55’, an all-inclusive holiday turns into disaster as the Doctor and friends confront 
the secrets at Tranquillity Spar. Who or what are the Dregs?  

 

Earthshock: 
Tuesday 16th February, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server (Box of Broadcasts) 
From the caves of 26th century Earth to a freighter in deep space, the Fifth Doctor and his 
companions are set for a truly dramatic encounter with an infamous old enemy as they plot 
to destroy the Earth and prevent a mighty galactic alliance. Will the day be saved without 
tragedy? 

 GEEK QUIZ!! 
Thursday 18th February, 8pm, Zoom 
In the legendary (virtual) Geek Quiz, members of Oxford's geekiest societies 
get together to battle it out for the crown of "team who won that term". If you can write a 
round not entirely related to Doctor Who, bring it along. Please ensure your round is visual – 
make a PowerPoint with each question displayed on a different slide. Our society usually 
divides up into a few different teams – come along and help us beat those pesky TrekSoc-ers! 
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Midnight + Elections: 
Thursday 25th February, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server (Netflix/BBC iPlayer) 
The Tenth Doctor journeys alone to see the Sapphire Waterfall on the planet Midnight – but 
it can never be that simple. Trapped in a shuttle bus with a group of suspicious passengers, 
the Doctor faces the fight of his life as a mysterious entity infiltrates the bus and turns the 
group against him. Strap yourself in. Then, join us as we elect a new committee (who will no 
doubt make some more sensible decisions than the characters in ‘Midnight’ make) to preside 
over WhoSoc!  

 

The Tomb of the Cybermen: 
Thursday 4th March, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server 
(Box of Broadcasts) 
The Second Doctor, Jamie, and new companion Victoria 
journey to the world of Telos, where an archaeological 
expedition uncovers the titular tomb of the Cybermen. But 
is this purely an archaeological mission? What other motives are in play as the tomb opens 
and the Cybermen emerge from isolation? 

 

Battlefield + Committee Meeting: 
Thursday 11th March, 8pm, WhoSoc Discord Voice Server (Box of Broadcasts) 
For Eighth Week, we go back to the 1980s with a great Seventh Doctor and Ace episode from 
the last season of Classic Who. Warriors from another dimension have taken their fight to 
Earth, bringing with them the deep lore of King Arthur and Merlin (whose identity is closer to 
home for we Who fans). But time is ticking – and with nuclear missiles and an ancient sword 
in play, will the battlefield fall to the Destroyer, Lord of Darkness and Eater of Worlds? Plus, 
join us for a virtual Committee meeting where we’ll be discussing what to watch next term!  
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